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ABSTRACT A probabilistic protection guarantee enables a cloud provider to improve the availability of

their cloud computing system in a cost-efficient manner. A backup resource allocation strategy based on
the probabilistic protection guarantee reduces the total amount of required backup computation resources
by allowing multiple virtual machines to share the same backup computation resources of a physical
machine. There have been no experimental studies that investigate the impact of applying the probabilistic
protection guarantee to a cloud computing framework in real use. This paper presents an experiment of
failure recovery on the cloud computing system in which the backup computation resources are shared by
multiple virtual machines. We implement a prototype cloud system by using the OpenStack framework to
demonstrate the failure recovery scenario according to the backup resource allocation strategy. We develop
an availability analytical model for the backup resource allocation strategy. Based on the analytical model,
we present case studies which derive the availability of cloud system by using the measurement results
of the experiment.
INDEX TERMS Availability, cloud computing, failure recovery, probabilistic protection guarantee, shared

protection.

I. INTRODUCTION

LOUD computing, which provides resource and
services to customers through the Internet, has already
become an essential technology in our lives. Cloud services
are generally categorized into three types; infrastructure as a
service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and software as
a service (SaaS) [1]. An IaaS provider provides customers
with virtual machines (VMs) that have specific computation
performance according to the customers’ requests [2], [3].
VMs are launched in physical machines (PMs) deployed in
a datacenter of the IaaS provider by occupying computation resources, such as CPU cores, memory, and storage
volume.

C

A failure of PM due to a hardware or software malfunction
causes an interruption of service provided by using VMs,
which leads to a huge financial loss of both customers and
the IaaS provider. Since the IaaS enables customers to rearrange the number and performance of VMs flexibly while
reducing the cost of in-house operations, personal as well
as business usage has increased [4], [5]. Therefore, the IaaS
provider must provide VMs for customers while supporting
a certain level of availability as defined in the Service Level
Agreement (SLA) contracted between the provider and the
customers [6].
The deployment of dedicated backup PM to every primary
PM improves the availability of cloud computing system in a
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simple manner. In this method, each of backup PMs provides
the same set of computation resources and works as a mirror
of the corresponding primary PM. The backup PM runs the
same workloads with the primary PM at the same time. When
the primary PM fails, the backup PM takes the place of the
primary PM without any service interruption. This backup
method covers every random failure scenario and guarantees
100% protection unless the backup PM itself fails. However,
this method raises the implementation cost of PMs since the
PMs need to be duplicated.
The work in [7] presented a backup resource allocation
strategy which provides a probabilistic protection guarantee in the cloud computing system. This strategy allocates
computation resources of backup PMs to VMs in primary
PMs so that the probability that the protection fails due to
insufficient backup resources is not greater than a certain
probability. The computation resources of backup PMs can
be shared by multiple VMs in different primary PMs as long
as the constraint of probabilistic protection is satisfied.
The backup resource allocation strategy based on a probabilistic protection guarantee enables an IaaS provider to
reduce the amount of required backup computation resources,
which leads to saving costs for improving availability.
However, several aspects that occur in the real-world cloud
system such as PM locations and failure recovery time have
not been considered in the strategy. These aspects are needed
to be incorporated with the strategy to adopt the strategy to
cloud computing systems in real use. In addition, this backup
resource allocation strategy does not directly guarantee the
availability, which the IaaS provider supports. Different from
the dedicated protection which creates a complete mirror of
primary PM in the corresponding backup PM, the protection based on this strategy requires a certain period of time
to recover from the failure; VMs need to be relaunched
in backup PMs by using snapshots of failed VMs. To judge
whether the required availability can be supported, we should
take into account the failure recovery time and calculate
the availability which is achieved by applying the backup
resource allocation strategy.
This paper presents an experiment of failure recovery on
the cloud computing system which is based on the backup
resource allocation strategy providing a probabilistic protection guarantee. Our experiment has significance in verifying
the impact of the real-world cloud characteristics on the
backup strategy based on probabilistic protection guarantee. A prototype cloud system demonstrates the sharing of
backup computation resources. The prototype cloud system
is based on OpenStack [9], which is an open-source software framework to create and manage a cloud computing
system. We examine the failure recovery scenario according
to the backup resource allocation strategy by using the prototype cloud system. The failure recovery scenario is tested
in two environments, which differ in the geographic location
of primary and backup PMs, and under two cases about the
prefetch of VM snapshots. The required time for recovery
from failure and creating a snapshot of VM which is used for
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failure recovery are measured. Measurement results obtained
through such an experimental approach help IaaS providers
to derive the availability of their cloud systems. We develop
an availability analytical model for the backup resource
allocation strategy. We present case studies of availability
analysis based on the developed model and the measurement
results of the experiment.
A part of this paper was presented in [8], which mainly
focused on the implementation of prototype cloud system
and the results of failure recovery tests. The extensions to
the work in [8] are mainly described as follows. We describe
the detailed configurations and results of the failure recovery
tests. We conduct an additional test to measure the required
time for creating a VM snapshot under the existence of storage access since it can lead to degradation of the availability
of cloud system. We develop an availability analytical model,
which incorporates the real-world cloud characteristics with
the theoretical model of the probabilistic protection guarantee, for the backup resource allocation strategy. We analyze
the availability of cloud system as case studies according
to the measurement results of experiment. We extensively
survey existing researches related to our work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefly describes the backup resource allocation strategy
presented in [7]. Section III introduces the implementation of the prototype cloud system. Section IV shows the
experiment results performed on the prototype cloud system.
Section V presents the availability analytical model for the
backup resource allocation strategy and provides case studies. Section VI describes the related works. Section VII
concludes this paper.
II. BACKUP RESOURCE ALLOCATION STRATEGY

We introduce the backup resource allocation strategy based
on backup resource sharing and probabilistic protection guarantee [7] in this section. This strategy allocates computation
resources of backup PMs to VMs running in primary PMs,
where PMs are separated into primary ones and backup
ones. The allocation of single type of computation resource
is considered to simplify the discussion. According to the
description in [7], we call the amount of computation
resource in PMs “capacity” in the rest of this section.
Fig. 1 shows an example of capacity allocation in a cloud
provider, which consists of three primary PMs and two
backup PMs. The capacity of primary PMs is exclusively
used to launch VMs. The amount of capacity allocated to
each VM in each primary PM is determined according to the
performance of VM that the customer requests. On the other
hand, the capacity of backup PMs is exclusively used for the
failure recovery purpose. When a failure occurs in a primary
PM, the backup capacity is used to relaunch VMs which initially run on the failed PM. As shown in Fig. 1, VMs in
different primary PMs can share the capacity of the same
backup PM. This means that the protection can fail due to
the shortage of backup capacity when multiple primary PMs
fail simultaneously. For example, when only primary PM #1
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FIGURE 1. Example of computation resource allocation in primary and backup PMs.

fails in Fig. 1, the recovery of VMs succeeds; VM #11
is relaunched on backup PM #2, and VMs #12 and #13
are relaunched on backup PM #1. However, when primary
PMs #1 and #2 fail simultaneously, several VMs cannot be
recovered by using the allocated backup capacity.
The backup resource allocation strategy provides a probabilistic protection guarantee; it is guaranteed that the
probability that the protection provided by a backup PM
fails does not exceed a certain probability. The strategy
determines the allocation of backup capacities to VMs in
primary PMs under the condition that the primary PMs fail
in a probabilistic manner and the backup PMs never fail.
The work in [7] provides a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem for the strategy to obtain the solution in
which the total backup capacity required to protect the primary
PMs is minimized. To deal with the uncertainty in the backup
capacity required for the protection, a robust optimization
technique [11] is used in the formulation of MILP problem.
A heuristic approach based on simulated annealing is adopted
for the case where the MILP problem cannot be solved in
a practical time. A numerical evaluation in [7] shows that
the backup capacity required for the protection is reduced by
adopting the probabilistic protection guarantee.
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROTOTYPE CLOUD SYSTEM

The prototype cloud system is implemented to examine the
failure recovery scenario based on the backup resource allocation strategy in Section II. Fig. 2 shows the schematic view
of the prototype cloud system, which has the minimum configuration to test the failure recovery scenario. Three PMs
are separated into two primary PMs and one backup PM,
each of which has a capability to configure up to one VM.
The prototype cloud system assumes the use case that a
customer runs an application which continuously generates
output data in each VM. The generated data are successively
stored in a virtual storage volume, which is provided in a
shared storage system and attached to each VM. The controller manages the PMs and the shared storage system via
a management network.
Based on the assumption in [7], we consider only a failure
in the primary PMs. The common failure recovery scenario
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FIGURE 2. Schematic view of prototype cloud system.

based on checkpointing [10] is applied in the prototype cloud
system. During the normal operation, snapshots of running
VMs in the primary PMs are periodically created and stored
as image files in the controller. When a failure occurs in the
primary PM, the controller recovers the VM in the failed
PM by relaunching the VM in the corresponding backup
PM by using the latest snapshots. The controller reattaches
the virtual storage volume to the relaunched VM. Then the
VM restarts its application from the point when the latest
snapshot was created. Note that we use the common failure
recovery scenario since we consider it is meaningful to make
the verification based on a scenario that has been widely
applied in cloud systems.
The prototype cloud system is implemented based on
OpenStack Newton version [12]. An Ubuntu 16.04.4 server
is used to implement each component of the system, namely,
the PMs, the shared storage system, and the controller.
Primary PM #1 and the backup PM are implemented by
using servers, each of which equips Intel Xeon E5-2683 v4
CPU with 128 GB memory and 1 TB disk storage. Primary
PM #2 is implemented by using a server, which equips Intel
Xeon L3406 CPU with 8 GB memory and 250 GB disk
storage.
A. CONTROLLER

The controller offers four major functions, each of which
are described as follows.
First, the user API provides an interface for customers to
request the configuration of VMs. A customer selects the
required performance of VM from among several options,
which are called flavors, and an operating system for VM.
The flavors differ in the number of CPU cores, the amount of
memory, and the amount of root disk. Note that, in this prototype cloud system, the root disk is reserved in the internal
storage of the primary PM only for the purpose of running
an operating system and an application; a virtual storage
VOLUME 1, 2020

volume for storing output data is separately reserved in the
shared storage volume.
Second, the resource allocation manager controls computation resources in the primary and backup PMs. When a
customer requests the configuration of a VM, this manager
reserves CPU cores and memory in a primary PM according
to the selected flavor. This manager computes the allocation
of computation resources of backup PMs to existing VMs
and the VM to be launched, and then reserves CPU cores
and memory in backup PMs based on the computation result.
Third, the image service stores image files, which are
used for launching VMs in the primary or backup PMs.
This image service, named glance, is one of the OpenStack
core services. When a new VM is launched according to the
configuration request, an image file of operating system that
a customer specifies is copied to the primary PM. During
the operation of VMs, snapshots of running VMs are periodically created and stored as image files. When a primary
PM failure happens, image files which were created as snapshots of failed VMs are used to relaunch the VMs in the
corresponding backup PMs.
Finally, the VM monitoring function watches running VMs
in primary PMs to detect a failure. This function obtains the
status of each VM periodically by using existing capabilities of the OpenStack framework. When the function detects
simultaneous failures of VMs in one primary PM, the function presumes that the primary PM is failed and triggers the
failure recovery process.
B. PHYSICAL MACHINES

The primary and backup PMs equip computation resources
such as CPU cores and memory to host VMs. The OpenStack
compute service (nova) is installed to these PMs to manage
VMs. In this prototype system, we set availability zones
of PMs in order to launch a VM in a specific primary or
backup PM.
During the process of launching a VM, the PM receives a
copy of image file from the controller to launch a requested
VM. The adequate amount of computation resources in the
PM are reserved based on a flavor that a customer selected.
A PM implemented based on the OpenStack compute service equips an image cache to store image files which are
once used to launch VMs. The PM uses a cached image
file when it configures the same type of VM again. This
mechanism enables the quick launch of VMs since there is
no need to copy the image file from the controller again.
The reduction of the VM relaunching time on a backup PM
improves the availability that a cloud provider supports for
customers. To achieve this, we have developed an optional
function that periodically copies the latest snapshot of running VMs to the image cache of corresponding backup PM.
This function is referred to as a prefetch function hereafter.
C. SHARED STORAGE SYSTEM

The shared storage system provides a virtual storage volume for each VM. The OpenStack block storage service
VOLUME 1, 2020

FIGURE 3. Geographic location of components in experiment.

(cinder) is used to implement the shared storage system. As
mentioned in the begging part of Section III, this prototype
system assumes the use case that output data of an application in each VM are stored in a virtual storage volume. A
virtual storage volume is configured and attached to a new
VM by the controller. In the case of a PM failure, the controller reattaches virtual storage volumes to VMs relaunched
in backup PMs.
IV. EXPERIMENT

We conduct an experiment of VM failure recovery and VM
snapshot creation by using the implemented prototype cloud
system.
A. FAILURE RECOVERY

At first, the failure recovery scenario based on the backup
resource allocation strategy in Section II is examined. We
define the failure recovery time as the time required for a
failed VM to become available in the backup PM. The failure
recovery time is measured under the condition that there is
no storage access from each VM to the corresponding virtual
storage volume.
1) ENVIRONMENT

We examine the failure recovery scenario in two environments, namely a single-site environment and a multi-site
environment, in consideration of various types of deployments in the real cloud computing systems. Fig. 3 shows
the deployment of the prototype cloud system components
in the two environments, which differ in the geographic
location of the backup PM.
The single-site environment deploys all components of the
prototype cloud system on the same server rack in the Kyoto
site. The management network is based on Gigabit Ethernet
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FIGURE 4. Information of VM instances captured from OpenStack dashboard.
FIGURE 5. Information of virtual storage volumes captured from OpenStack

(1000BASE-T). Measured round trip times (RTT) between
each pair of components are less than one millisecond.
The multi-site environment assumes the distributed cloud.
The difference from the single-site environment is that the
backup PM is deployed in the Tokyo site. The Kyoto site
and the Tokyo site are connected by the Science Information
Network 5 (SINET5) [13], which is a Japanese academic
backbone network provided by the National Institute of
Informatics [14]. We configure a layer-2 virtual private
network (L2VPN) on SINET5 to extend the management
network from Kyoto to Tokyo. The total optical fiber cable
length in SINET 5 between Kyoto and Tokyo is 691 kilometers. The average RTT between the controller in Kyoto
and the backup PM in Tokyo is 8.6 milliseconds.
A flavor with one CPU core, 1 GB memory, and 10 GB
root disk is used in the experiment. An Ubuntu 16.04.4
desktop image (1.5 GB), a CentOS 7 image (4.2 GB), and
a CirrOS 0.3.4 image (12.7 MB) are stored in the controller. One of the three images is selected and used in the
experiment. The size of a virtual storage volume which is
attached to each VM is set to 10 GB. A failure of primary
PM is simulated by shutting down a VM running on the
PM. We examined both cases that the prefetch function of
VM snapshots is enabled and disabled.
The detail of the failure recovery scenario tested in this
experiment is as follows.
(i) A single VM is launched in each primary PM. Virtual
storage volumes are configured in the shared storage
system, and each of them is attached to each VM.
(ii) Computation resource of the backup PM is shared by
the two VMs.
(iii) A snapshot of each VM is periodically created and
stored as image files in the controller. If the prefetch
function is enabled, the snapshots are copied to the
backup PM.
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dashboard.

(iv) In parallel with (iii), the controller watches the two
VMs to detect a failure.
(v) When the controller detects a failure of a primary PM,
the controller launches a VM in the backup PM by
using the latest snapshot of the VM in the failed PM.
The same flavor is selected to launch the VM.
(vi) The controller detaches the virtual storage volume from
a failed VM and reattaches the volume to the VM
launched in the backup PM.
2) RESULTS

The failure recovery scenario described in Section IV-A1 is
performed successfully in both single- and multi-site environments. Figs. 4 and 5 are screenshots of VM instance
information and virtual storage volume information, respectively, captured from the OpenStack dashboard (horizon)
installed on the controller. Figs. 4(a) and 5(a) are captured
before the failure in primary PM #1. Figs. 4(b) and 5(b)
are captured after the failure in primary PM #1. Here, primary PM #1, primary PM #2, and the backup PM belong
to different availability zones, named Kyoto-1, Kyoto-2, and
Tokyo, respectively.
Fig. 4(a) shows that in the initial state, VM instances
named instance-small-1 and instance-small-2 are configured
on the two primary PMs in Kyoto-1 and Kyoto-2 zones,
respectively. An Ubuntu desktop image is used to configure
the VMs. As shown in Fig. 5(a), 10 GB virtual storage volumes named volume-instance-small-1 and volume-instancesmall-2 are attached to these VM instances. When a failure
happens in primary PM #1 (Kyoto-1 zone), the backup VM
instance named instance-small-1-backup is configured on the
backup PM in Tokyo zone as shown in Fig. 4(b). The image
VOLUME 1, 2020

TABLE 1. Failure recovery time in single-site environment.

TABLE 2. Failure recovery time in multi-site environment.

FIGURE 6. Failure recovery time when using different image files.
TABLE 3. VM snapshot creation time.

file named instance-small-1-ss is the snapshot of instancesmall-1 generated before the failure. As shown in Fig. 5(b),
virtual storage volume volume-instance-small-1 is reattached
to instance-small-1-backup.
We measure the required time for performing the failure
recovery scenario in the single- and multi-site environments.
In both environments, we measure the failure recovery time
in two policies, whether the prefetch function of VM snapshots is enabled or not. We use an Ubuntu desktop image
to generate VMs in this measurement. We measure the failure recovery time from a failure in primary PM #1 five
times. Specifically, we measure the required times for two
operation sections in the failure recovery scenario: 1) from
a failure detection to launching a backup VM and 2) the
reattachment of the virtual storage volume to the backup
VM. Note that we experimentally observe that the failure
recovery time from a failure in primary PM #2 is basically
the same as in the case of primary PM #1.
Tables 1 and 2 show the measurement results of failure recovery time in the single- and multi-site environments, respectively. The minimum, average, and maximum
times obtained in the five measurements are shown in
each table. Compared with the single-site environment, the
recovery time becomes longer in the multi-site environment. This is because the larger RTT and the disturbance
created by other traffic in SINET5 increase the transmission time between the controller to the backup PM. We
can also observe that the prefetch function reduces the
required time to launch a VM in the backup PM in both
environments.
Fig. 6 shows the failure recovery time when different
image files of operating systems are used in the prototype
cloud system. This measurement result is obtained in the
multi-site environment. When the prefetch function is disabled, the failure recovery time increases linearly to the size
of the image file. On the other hand, when the prefetch function is enabled, the increasing rate of the failure recovery
time is moderated. The prefetch function enables the recovery of failed VM within basically the same time regardless
of the image file size.
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B. VM SNAPSHOT CREATION TIME

Next, we examine the effect of storage access on the required
time for creating a snapshot of running VM. The storage
access from the VM to the virtual storage volume interrupts
the process of creating a VM snapshot. This means that
the storage access extends the VM snapshot creation time,
which can lead to degradation of the availability of cloud
system. In this section, we experimentally verify the effect
of storage access by using the prototype cloud system. The
creation time of VM snapshot, which is obtained through this
test, can be used to determine the interval of VM snapshot
creation; it determines the lower limit of interval of creating
the VM snapshot.
1) ENVIRONMENT

We measure the VM snapshot creation time when the access
to the virtual storage volume exists and does not exist. In this
measurement, we use a part of the prototype cloud system
shown in Fig. 2: primary PM #1, the shared storage system,
and the controller. All components are deployed on the same
rack. A VM is configured on primary PM #1 by using the
same flavor as the experiment in Section IV-A and an Ubuntu
16.04.4 desktop image. A 10 GB virtual storage volume is
configured in the shared storage system and attached to the
VM. Storage access from the VM to the virtual storage volume is realized by using Linux dd command with the direct
I/O option; during the measurement, the VM continuously
write zeros to the virtual storage volume. We measure the
VM snapshot creation time ten times in both cases where
the continuous storage access exists and does not exist.
2) RESULTS

Table 3 shows the measured VM snapshot creation time
with and without the continuous access to the virtual storage
volume. It can be observed that the required time for VM
snapshot creation increases when there is storage access. The
extended time caused by continuous storage access is 7.4
seconds on average. The interval of creating VM snapshot
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in the prototype cloud system should be set to a sufficiently
larger value compared to the result in Table 3, i.e., 49.8
seconds.
V. AVAILABILITY ANALYTICAL MODEL

We present a model to analyze the availability of the cloud
system based on backup resource sharing and probabilistic
protection guarantee. Specifically, we consider the availability of a service provided by using a VM in the cloud system;
the service is available if the corresponding VM is running in
either primary or backup PMs and an application in the VM
generates output data. In this availability analysis, we incorporate the real-world cloud characteristics, such as the failure
recovery time and the VM snapshot creation time, with the
theoretical model of the probabilistic protection guarantee.
The failure recovery following the procedure described in
Section IV-A1 is referred to as “the prompt failure recovery”
hereafter.
Generally, the availability of a system is defined as (1)
by using Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) and Mean
Time To Repair (MTTR).
Availability =

MTBF
MTBF + MTTR

(1)

In this model, we assume that each VM runs an application
which generates output data by using past data generated
before. The output data are generated at a constant rate and
stored in a virtual storage volume. When a VM in a failed
primary PM is relaunched in a backup PM, since the snapshot
used for relaunching the VM was created at a certain time
point of the past, the application in the relaunched VM
needs to regenerate the data which were once generated in
the primary PM after the snapshot was created. We refer
to the difference between the time point when the latest
snapshot was created and the time point when the primary
PM failed as time gap hereafter. We consider that MTTR
of the service includes this data regeneration time, which
has the same duration with the time gap, in addition to the
failure recovery time of VM.
Let W and B be a set of primary PMs and a set of backup
PMs, respectively. Let Lk be a set of primary PMs i ∈ W,
each of which is partially or totally protected by backup PM
k ∈ B. When the probabilistic protection guarantee is applied,
for backup PM k ∈ B, the probability that the recovery of
failed primary PMs in Lk does not succeed is not greater
than a certain probability, namely . Let pi denote the failure
probability of primary PM i ∈ W. The probability
that all

primary PMs in Lk work without any failure is i∈Lk (1−pi ).
Theprobability that one or more primary PMs in Lk fail is
1− i∈Lk (1−pi ). According to the condition of probabilistic
protection guarantee described above, the probability that
the prompt failure recovery does not succeed by backup PM
k ∈ B is not greater than . The probability that the prompt
failure recovery is 
performed by backup PM k ∈ B is not
less than 1 −  − i∈Lk (1 − pi ). Let TP and TR represent
the failure recovery times when the prompt failure recovery
706

succeeds and does not succeed, respectively. TP consists of
the times for launching a VM in a backup PM and reattaching
a virtual storage volume to the VM. TR consists of the time
required for manually setting up backup resources and TP . In
this model, we assume that the failure recoveries of multiple
VMs can be processed in parallel; TP and TR are constant
regardless of the number of VMs that need to be relaunched
in a backup PM. The time interval between failure events of
a primary PM is assumed to be sufficiently longer than TR .
Since TP < TR , we can derive the lower bound of availability
by considering that the probability that
 the prompt failure
recovery succeeds is at least 1 −  − i∈Lk (1 − pi ) and the
probability that it does not succeed is at most .
A. MODEL FOR NON-PREFETCH POLICY

At first, we consider the case where the prefetch of VM
snapshot is not executed. Let τc and τi represent the required
times for the creation of VM snapshot and the interval of
creating VM snapshots, respectively. We assume that τi is
larger than τc so that multiple snapshots of the same VM
are not created in parallel.
Fig. 7(a) shows the operations of the primary PM, the
controller, and the backup PM in the timeline before the
failure of primary PM happens. This figure is illustrated by
focusing on one VM in the primary PM. A snapshot of the
VM created at some point, namely t, becomes available in
the controller at time t + τc .
Fig. 7(b) shows the operation of each component when
the failure of primary PM happens and the prompt failure
recovery succeeds. The latest snapshot of the failed VM is
copied from the controller to the backup PM just after the
primary PM fails. After the prompt failure recovery, which
takes TP , the regeneration of data is executed. The required
time for data regeneration, which has the same duration with
the time gap, varies from τc to τc +τi according to the timing
of failure. The mean time of data regeneration is τc + τ2i .
Therefore, by using the above symbols, MTTR in the case
where the prefetch of VM snapshot is not executed can be
expressed as
⎞
⎛


τi
(1 − pi )⎠ × TP + τc +
MTTR = ⎝1 −  −
2
i∈Lk

τi
+  × TR + τc +
.
(2)
2
Note that the delay time for the detection of VM failure is
not included in (2). In the case of considering this delay time,
we can simply add a half time of the interval of monitoring
each VM to the MTTR in (2).
B. MODEL FOR PREFETCH POLICY

Next, we consider the case where the prefetch of VM snapshot is executed. Let τf represent the required time for
the prefetch of VM snapshot from the controller to the
backup PM. We assume that τi is larger than τc + τf so
that multiple snapshots of the same VM are not created and
VOLUME 1, 2020

FIGURE 7. Operations of primary PM, controller, and backup PM in case of non-prefetch policy.

prefetched in parallel. This means that the backup VM is
always configured by using the latest snapshot of the VM
in the primary PM.
Fig. 8(a) shows the operations of the primary PM, the controller, and the backup PM in the timeline before the failure
of primary PM happens. In the same way as Fig. 7(a), a snapshot of the VM created at time t becomes available in the
controller at time t+τc . Then the snapshot is prefetched from
the controller to the backup PM. The prefetch of snapshot
is completed at t + τc + τf .
Figs. 8(b) and 8(c) show the operation of each component
when the failure of primary PM happens and the prompt failure recovery succeeds. Fig. 8(b) is the operations when the
failure happens in the time periods other than the execution
of prefetch function. Fig. 8(c) is the operations when the failure happens in the time period of the execution of prefetch
function. Under the assumption that the failure probability of
primary PM does not depend on time, the probabilities that
the situations of Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(c) happen are 1 − ττfi
and ττfi , respectively. In the case of Fig. 8(b), the backup
PM starts launching a backup VM by using the prefetched
snapshot just after the primary PM fails. The required time
VOLUME 1, 2020

for data regeneration, which has the same duration with the
time gap, varies from τc + τf to τi + τc . The mean time of
i
data regeneration in this case is τc + τf +τ
2 . In the case of
Fig. 8(c), a backup VM is launched after the prefetch of the
latest snapshot is completed. Let δ represent the remaining
time to complete the prefetch function. The required time
for data regeneration, which has the same duration with the
time gap, is τc + τf − δ.
Therefore, MTTR in the case where the prefetch of VM
snapshot is executed can be expressed as
⎛
⎞

MTTR = ⎝1 −  −
(1 − pi )⎠
i∈Lk

×

τf
τi
×

+ ×

τf
τi

× (TP + τc + τf ) + 1 −
TP + τc +

τf + τi
2

τf
τi

× (TR + τc + τf ) + 1 −

×

TR + τc +

τf + τi
2

.

τf
τi
(3)
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FIGURE 8. Operations of primary PM, controller, and backup PM in case of prefetch policy.

C. CASE STUDIES

We provide case studies of availability analysis based on
the experiment results obtained in Section IV. The failure
recovery time imposed when the prompt failure recovery succeeds, TP , corresponds to the results of experiment
in Section IV-A. The required time for VM snapshot
creation, τc , corresponds to the results of experiment
in Section IV-B.
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We study two configurations of cloud system in this paper.
The first configuration is the prototype cloud system, which
includes two primary PMs and one backup PM, i.e., |W| = 2
and |B| = 1. The backup PM protects both primary PMs,
i.e., |L1 | = 2. The second configuration is the cloud system
including six primary PMs and three backup PMs, i.e.,
|W| = 6 and |B| = 3. We assume that, as a result of backup
resource allocation, each backup PM protects five primary
VOLUME 1, 2020

TABLE 4. Required τi in order to achieve certain level of availability in case of |W | = 2, |B| = 1, |Lk | = 2 (prototype cloud system).

TABLE 5. Required τi in order to achieve certain level of availability in case of |W | = 6, |B| = 3, |Lk | = 5.

PMs, i.e., |L1 | = |L2 | = |L3 | = 5. An IaaS provider sets 
in order to support a certain level of availability. Among the
parameters introduced in Sections V-A and V-B, the provider
is able to decide the interval of creating snapshots, τi .
The time required for setting up another PM when the
prompt failure recovery does not succeed, which is included
in TR , depends on the management structure of the cloud
computing system and this is out of the scope of this paper.
pi , ∀i ∈ W, TR , and MTBF depend on the hardware and
software performance. In this case study, we set the failure
probability of each primary PM, pi , to 0.01. We set the
values of TR and MTBF of the cloud system to 2 hours and
5,000 hours, respectively.
We set TP to the average failure recovery time obtained
in Section IV-A; for example, TP is set to 50.3 seconds in
the case of single-site environment and non-prefetch policy.
Let us assume that there is continuous storage access from
the VM to the virtual storage volume. From the experiment
results in Section IV-B, τc is set to 46.4 seconds. The required
time for the prefetch of VM snapshot, τf , is assumed to be
the difference of the launching time of backup VM in the
non-prefetch policy and that of the prefetch policy; we set
τf = 34.9 − 16.4 = 18.5 in the single-site environment and
τf = 37.5 − 20.5 = 17.0 in the multi-site environment.
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Tables 4 and 5 show the values of τi required to achieve
a certain level of availability, which are calculated by
using (1), (2), and (3), in the two configurations. Note that
“–” means that the target availability cannot be achieved
only by changing τi . Values of τi enclosed in parentheses do
not satisfy the assumptions of τi > τc (in the non-prefetch
policy) and τi > τc + τf (in the prefetch policy).
The availability that the cloud provider can support
increases by selecting small values for  and τi . Compared
to the single-site environment, the multi-site environment
requires shorter τi to achieve a certain level of availability due to the increase in failure recovery time. It
is also observed that the value of τi can be relaxed
by adopting the prefetch function; it helps the cloud
provider to reduce computation and traffic loads of
snapshotting.
The second configuration, where each backup PM protects more primary PMs than the first configuration, requires
shorter τi to achieve a certain level of availability. For example, when the cloud provider sets  = 0.001 and aims to
achieve 99.9999% (six nines) of availability, a snapshot needs
to be created about every 15 minutes in the first scenario,
while it needs to be created about every 4 minutes in the
second scenario.
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D. DISCUSSIONS

The availability analytical model can be adopted to larger
cloud systems, i.e., cloud systems consisting of more primary
and backup PMs, than those used in the case studies in
Section V-C. As seen in (2) and (3), MTTR of a service
depends on the size of Lk , which is a set of primary PMs
protected by backup PM k ∈ B. As |Lk | increases, the MTTR
becomes longer and the availability deteriorates as a result.
This means that, to support a certain level of availability
in a large-scale cloud system, |Lk | needs to be kept small.
The backup resource allocation can be computed by using
a heuristic approach such as simulated annealing for largescale cloud systems [7]. A constraint that determines the
upper limit of |Lk | needs to be introduced into the procedure
of backup resource allocation computation.
We used the experiment results of failure recovery time
and VM snapshot creation time as the values of TP and
τc . As TP and τc increase, the MTTR becomes longer and
the availability deteriorates. The value of TP depends on the
implementation of cloud system, including the PM locations
(i.e., single-site or multi-site), the prefetch policy, and the
VM image file size. τc can vary depending on the frequency
of storage access from a VM to a virtual storage volume. In
the case studies, we set τc to the VM snapshot creation time
measured under the existence of continuous storage access,
which can be considered as an extreme case. If a service
provided by the VM makes less storage access, we can set
τc to a smaller value and relax the interval of creating VM
snapshots, τi , to achieve a certain level of availability.
VI. RELATED WORKS

With the wide spread of cloud services, a great deal of effort
has been made on researches on availability and survivability
of cloud computing systems. Since the implementation and
operation costs of redundant backup resources directly affect
the service usage fee, various high availability methods with
cost effectiveness have been studied.
Li et al. [15] presented the 1:M VM backup approach
based on the idea of time sharing. A single backup VM
provides backup services for multiple failed VMs by using
different time slots so as to improve the utilization of backup
VM. Zheng et al. [16] presented a framework for building
fault-tolerant cloud applications with the limited amount of
redundant components. The framework creates a ranking of
application components for which fault-tolerant mechanisms
should be provided. Based on the ranking, the framework
automatically determines an optimal fault-tolerant strategy.
Several works presented a VM placement method which
provides k-fault tolerance for cloud services [17], [18], [19].
k-fault tolerance means that the cloud is able to continue providing the service when k failures happen simultaneously.
Machida et al. [17] presented a redundant VM placement
method in consolidated server systems in which multiple
VMs are deployed to provide an application. VM placement of each application is determined so that the minimum
number of VMs required to provide the service are alive in
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the case of any k failures of host servers. Zhou et al. [18]
presented another VM placement approach which tolerates
simultaneous failures of k VMs. This approach places all
primary VMs and k backup VMs in different host servers.
A placement of VMs is provided so that a task of failed
primary VM is reassigned to a backup VM without consuming much data transfer time and network resources. The
authors evaluated the effectiveness of the approach by using
their own experimental platform [19]. In contrast to these
works, the backup resource allocation strategy considered in
this paper determines the level of availability by setting the
probability of unsuccessful recovery, , instead of k.
There also have been several existing works on the availability analysis of IaaS cloud systems [20], [21], [22], [23].
Longo et al. [20], [21] presented an availability analysis method based on stochastic analytic models. In order
to make the method applicable for a large scale IaaS
cloud, they decompose the availability model into interacting
sub-models based on Markov chain. Undheim et al. [22]
developed an availability model for a cloud data center including the network which connects the data center
to customers. The developed model considers the physical location of replicated VMs deployed in separated data
centers. Jhawar and Piuri [23] studied a fault tolerance
mechanism for cloud applications composing multiple virtualized components such as servers and power distributions.
The mechanism took into account the failure behavior of
each components. Based on this mechanism, the authors
presented a methodology to select appropriate fault tolerance
techniques for each user’s requirement.
Fan et al. [24] studied a server allocation problem in a
datacenter network which provides network services with
certain availability for users. A network service is represented by a service function chain (SFC) consisting of
multiple virtualized network functions (VNFs). Their framework iteratively allocates VMs for running VNFs to SFC
requests until their availability requirements are satisfied.
The availability model in [24] assumes that state changes
(i.e., failure and repair) of network devices follow an alternating renewal process, and the switching time from primary
VNFs to their corresponding backup VNFs is considered to
be zero. On the other hand, the availability analytical model
in this paper considers the failure recovery time, i.e., the
required time to switch a primary PM to the corresponding
backup PM when a failure occurs. The failure recovery time
varies depending on whether the prompt failure recovery
succeeds or not. Therefore, the availability model in [24]
cannot be directly applied to the analysis of the system that
we consider.
Kanizo et al. [25], [26] presented network function virtualization (NFV)-based backup scheme for middlebox functions. The availability models considered in [25] and [26]
determine an assignment between backup servers and middlebox functions, where each server has a capability to
support several functions and recover at most one of the
functions when a function failure occurs. In [25], two
VOLUME 1, 2020

optimization problems were studied under the condition
where the failure probability of each function is given; the
objective of one problem is to maximize the probability for a
recovery of all failed functions, and that of the other problem
is to maximize the expected number of running functions.
In [26], a problem to obtain an assignment that guarantees
a recovery from any pattern of t function failures, where
t = 1, 2, 3, and 4, was studied. The authors derived some
properties of the problems from a graph representation of
an assignment between servers and functions. A major difference between the models in [25], [26] and that in this
paper lies in how primary resources fail. The models in [25]
and [26] assume that middlebox functions fail individually;
there is no correlation between failures of different functions.
The availability analytical model in this paper considers failure of primary PMs, each of which can contain multiple
VMs. When a primary PM fails, VMs which formerly run
in the primary PM need to be relaunched in backup PMs
at the same time. Therefore, the models in [25] and [26]
cannot be directly applied to the analysis of the system that
we consider. On the other hand, the system in this paper do
not consider function types of VMs; this expansion is left
for a future work.
Zahavi et al. [27] introduced a cloud architecture named
links as a service (LaaS), which provides an isolated network
in addition to dedicated servers to each tenant in a shared
cloud system. An algorithm presented in [27] finds an allocation of servers and links to a new tenant in an online
manner so that it is guaranteed that each tenant obtains the
same bandwidth and delay without being affected by other
tenants. The allocation of network resources in the cloud
system considered in this paper should be also addressed as
a future work.
VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the experimental study of the backup
resource allocation strategy based on backup resource sharing and probabilistic protection guarantee on the cloud
computing system. We implemented an OpenStack-based
prototype cloud system and examined the failure recovery
scenario based on the strategy. The required time for failure
recovery was measured in two geographic environments and
two prefetch policies. We developed the availability analytical model for the backup resource allocation strategy. The
case studies using the measurement results of the experiment showed that the availability can be derived from the
probability of unsuccessful recovery, , which is one of the
configurable parameters in the strategy, and can be adjusted
by setting the interval of creating VM snapshots, τi .
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